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Abstract

We obtain new results on minimum lengths of words in an unavoidable set of words of cardinality n before introducing the notion
of aperiodic unavoidable sets, a natural extension of unavoidable sets.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries

A set of words X over a finite alphabet A is said to be unavoidable if all but finitely many words in A∗ have a factor in
X, or equivalently if all infinite and bi-infinite words have a factor in X (See [2]). We say that a word x meets a word y
if y contains x as a factor. For more information about unavoidable sets we refer the reader to [1–3,5,7,8]. In Section 2,
we show that the minimum length of words of an unavoidable set grows logarithmically with the cardinality of the set.
In Sections 3 and 4 we consider a natural extension of unavoidable sets, that being sets of words that meet all infinite
aperiodic words. We offer a brief introduction to combinatorics on words here, but for a more general discussion we
refer the reader to [6, Chapter 1].

For a finite alphabet A, let An be the set of all words of length n, A�n be the set of all words of length n or less,
and for a word w let |w| denote the length of w. We say that u is a factor of w if w = xuv for some u, v ∈ A∗. By
F(w) denote the set of all factors of w in A∗, and Fn (w) the set of all factors of w of length n. Let |w|a be the number
of a’s in w. We define c(w), the content of w, to be the set containing all the letters appearing in w. A word w is called
primitive if w is not a proper (integer) power. By A� we denote the set of all one-sided infinite words and by A� be the
set of all bi-infinite words. A one-sided infinite word w is said to be periodic if there exists some finite word u such
that w = uuu . . . = u�, and eventually periodic if it is periodic except for a finite prefix. If a word w is not eventually
periodic then we say that it is aperiodic. These notions can be extended to bi-infinite words as follows. A bi-infinite
word w is said to be periodic if there exists a finite word u such that w = . . . uuu . . . = u�, and eventually periodic
if it has an infinite periodic prefix and an infinite periodic suffix, i.e. it has the form w = . . . uuuxvvv . . . = �uxv�,
where u, v ∈ A+ and x ∈ A∗. A bi-infinite word is aperiodic if it is not eventually periodic, that is either it has an infinite
aperiodic prefix or an infinite aperiodic suffix. We note that for the purposes of this paper we consider all bi-infinite
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words to be equivalent up to translation. Finally, when we speak of a family of eventually periodic words we mean
all (one-sided) eventually periodic words sharing an infinite periodic suffix.

Proposition 1 (See [6, Theorem 1.3.13]). Let w be a one-sided infinite word. Then

|Fn(w)|� |Fn+1(w)| ∀ n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

and the following are equivalent:
(1) w is eventually periodic;
(2) |Fn(w)| = |Fn+1(w)| for some n;
(3) |Fn(w)|�n + l − 1 for some n�1, where l = |c(w)|;
(4) |Fn(w)| is bounded by a constant.

Lemma 2. Let w = xyxy2xy3, . . . , x, y ∈ A+. Then w is periodic if and only if x and y are integer powers of some
common root z.

Proof. If x and y are integer powers of some common root z, then w = z�, and w is periodic.
Conversely, if x and y are not integer powers of some common root z then for every positive integer n the word xyn

is a factor of w, and this factor can be extended on the right by a word of length |xy| in two different ways, xynxy

and xynyx. These words are distinct as it is well known that xy = yx if and only if x and y are integer powers of the
same word (see [5, Proposition 1.3.2]). Hence,

∣∣F|xyn| (w)
∣∣ <

∣∣F|xynxy| (w)
∣∣, but as n was arbitrary this shows that the

sequence |Fn (w)| , n = 1, 2, . . . , is unbounded. Therefore, by Proposition 1, w is aperiodic. �

We note that an infinite word w is periodic if and only if it equals some proper suffix of itself. Finally, throughout
this paper a graph will mean a digraph, a circuit shall mean any directed path through the graph that begins and ends
at the same vertex, and a cycle will be a circuit containing no subcircuits.

2. Minimum word lengths in unavoidable sets

Lemma 3. Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} be a finite alphabet with more than one letter and let X = {w1, w2, . . . , } be an
unavoidable set over A of cardinal no more than n. Then X contains a word of length less than n.

Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 1 then the single word w must be a power of each letter of A. This is
only possible if that power is 0 in which case w = �, and so X = {�}, thus beginning the induction.

Suppose that n�2 and suppose inductively that the result holds for all unavoidable sets of lesser cardinal. Suppose
to the contrary that all words of X have length at least n. Let w be a word of maximal length that avoids X so that
|w|�n − 1, and so we may write w = uv where the suffix v has length n − 1. By choice of w we have wai has an
X-factor for every ai ∈ A. Such a factor must be a suffix as w does not meet X. Therefore, we may factorize each word
wai as uiviai , where viai ∈ X and v is a suffix of each vi . Now consider the set Y = (X∪{v})\{v1a1, v2a2, . . . , vkak}.
Then Y is also unavoidable and of lesser cardinal than X, and so of order no more than n − 1. However, the length of
each word of Y is at least n− 1, contrary to the inductive hypothesis. Therefore, X does indeed contain a word of length
less than n. �

Theorem 4. Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} be a finite alphabet with more than one letter and let X = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}
be an unavoidable set of non-empty words over A. Then X contains at least k − 1 words u such that |u|�n − k + 1 and
|c(u)|�2.

Proof. For k = 2 the result follows by the lemma. Henceforth, we take k�3 and proceed by induction on k. Consider
the subalphabets Ai = A \ {ai} (1� i�k). The set X is unavoidable over each subalphabet Ai and so by induction we
infer that X contains a set Xi over Ai of cardinal k − 2 consisting of words on no more than two letters and of length
no more than (n − 1) − (k − 1) + 1 = n − k + 1. The union Y of all the Xi will be a subset of X containing at least
k − 1 such words unless the Xi are all identical. Suppose that were the case. Take any w ∈ Y : since w ∈ A∗

i for all i
it follows that ai �∈ c(w) for all ai ∈ A and so w = �, contradicting the hypothesis that X does not contain the empty
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word. Therefore Y, and hence X, contains at least k − 1 words of length less than or equal to n − k + 1 and each on no
more than two letters. �

Remark. Since X meets each word a�
i it follows that X must contain a power of each letter of A and so that k�n.

(Equality occurs if and only if X = {a1, a2, . . . , a
t
i , ai+1, . . . , an} for some 1� i�n, t �1.) However, there is no bound

on the lengths of any of the words of single letter content in X: for example, with n = 3 and k = 2 we see that a minimal
unavoidable set X necessarily has the form X = {al, bm, ab} (l, m�2) and l and m can be chosen arbitrarily large.
Moreover the bound of Theorem 4 is in general best possible: let l, m � 3 and put X = {al

1, a
m
2 , a1a2, a3, . . . , ak};

then n = k + 1 and there are exactly k − 1 words in the unavoidable set of length no more than 2 = n − k + 1.

In what follows logarithms are to the base k = |A|�2, unless otherwise specified.

Theorem 5. Let X be unavoidable. If |X|�n and let Mn = max{m(X) : |X|�n}, where m(X) is the minimum length
of words in the unavoidable set X. Then

�log n��Mn ��log n + log(log n)	. (1)

Proof. Let m denote the minimum length of words of X. For each w ∈ X select an m-factor w′. The set X′ of these
m-factors is also an unavoidable set with |X′|� |X|�n. For any v ∈ Am we have that X′ meets the word v�, so
that X′ contains a member of the conjugate class of each word v. The size of each such class is at most m so that
n� |X|� |X′|�km/m. Taking logarithms then gives

log n�m − log m ⇒ m� log n + log m. (2)

Since by Lemma 3, m < n, we see upon replacing m by n in log m (2) that m < 2 log n. Replacing m by 2 log n in
log m (2) we then obtain

m < log n + log(2 log n) = log n + log 2 + log(log n)�1 + log n + log(log n). (3)

Since the inequality in (3) is strict, and m is integral, we reach the conclusion that m � �log n + log(log n)	. Since Mn

is the maximum such m, the second inequality follows.

In order to prove the first inequality we make use of the following theorem.

Theorem 6 (See Champarnaud et al. [1]). The minimum cardinal, Lm, of an unavoidable set X with words all of
length m is given by

|X| = 1

m

∑
d|m

km/d�(d),

where � is the Euler totient function.

The right-hand side counts the number of conjugate classes of words of length m in A∗, so it follows that |X|�Lm,
as X must meet every word of the form u� where u ∈ A∗. We may also replace ‘all of length m’ by ‘all of length �m’
in the definition of the Lm as any unavoidable set of words of length at least m may be trimmed to an unavoidable set
of words of length exactly m by the taking of m-factors of each word and the resulting unavoidable set is no larger than
the original.

Lemma 7. Let X be an unavoidable set of non-empty words all of length m + 1. Then for some v ∈ Am we have
{va1, va2, . . . , vak} ⊆ X.

Proof. Take a word w of maximal length such that w does not meet X. Since each word wai meets X it follows that
wai = uvai with vai ∈ X for all 1� i�k. �

Lemma 8. For any k�2, the sequence {Lm}m�1 is strictly monotonically increasing.
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Proof. Let X be an unavoidable set of words of length m + 1 with |X| = Lm+1. By deleting the final letter of each
member of X we obtain a collection of words that form an unavoidable set of words of length m. By Lemma 7, at least
k of these words are identical, so that deleting the repeats in the list gives an unavoidable set of words of length m of
cardinal less than Lm+1. It follows that Lm < Lm+1. �

Lemma 9. Let X denote an unavoidable set over A. Let

Mn = max{min{|v| : v ∈ X, |X|�n}},

where the maximum is taken over all unavoidable sets X such that X�n. Then MLm = m.

Proof. From the definition of the Lm and the fact that, by Lemma 8, Lm < Lm+1 it follows that min{|v| : v ∈
X, |X|�Lm}�m. Hence, MLm �m. On the other hand, Theorem 6 guarantees the existence of an unavoidable set X
of words of length m with |X| = Lm, and so MLm �m and hence the result follows. �

Corollary 10. For a fixed k, let Lm = (1/m)
∑

d|m km/d�(d) and let Mn = max{m(X) : |X|�n}, where m(X)

is the minimum length of words in the unavoidable set X. Then Mn = m, where m is greatest such that Lm �n.

Proof. By definition, the sequence of numbers Mn is monotonic increasing in n and the sequence Lm is strictly
monotonic increasing in m by Lemma 8. In particular, there is a greatest m such that Lm �n and MLm = m by Lemma
9. Hence Mn �MLm = m. However, m + 1 = MLm+1 > Mn as Lm+1 > n, so there is no unavoidable set of words all
of length at least m + 1 of cardinal n. Therefore, Mn = m as claimed. �

Example 11. For k = 2 the sequence of numbers Li is readily computed and begins 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 14, 20, 36, 60, 108,
188, 352, . . . . To find M256 we note that L11 = 188�256 < 352 = L12, so that M256 = 11. In this instance, the upper
bound provided by Theorem 5(i) is tight as 256 = 28 and log2 256 + log2(log2(256)) = 8 + 3 = 11 = M256.

Conclusion of Proof of Theorem 5. Consider m = Mn, then by Corollary 10 Lm �n < Lm+1. Hence there exist an
unavoidable set X with |X|�n and all words of X of length m. Next we observe that Lm < km as Am is unavoidable.
Taking logarithms gives

log n < log Lm+1 �m + 1. (4)

Since m is integral, the inequality (3) implies that �log n��m. Finally, since this applies to all unavoidable sets
of cardinal no more that n we may replace m by Mn to obtain �log n��Mn as require to complete the proof of
Theorem 5. �

Remark. The estimate of log n is not always a lower bound for Mn. For example, for k = 3 and n = 10 we see that
Mn = 2 < log3 10. Moreover, the ‘rounding up’ of part (i) of Theorem 5 cannot in general be replaced by ‘rounding
down’. For example, let k = 3 and n = 11. Then log3 11 + log3(log3(11)) = 2.1827 + 0.7105 = 2.89. However,
L3 = (33 + 3 · 2)/3 = 11, and so M11 = 3 > 2 = �log3 11 + log3(log3 11)�.

3. Aperiodic unavoidable sets

A set of words X over an alphabet A is said to be aperiodic unavoidable or a-unavoidable if it meets all (one-sided)
infinite aperiodic words over A. If all the words in X have length n then X is said to be n-a-unavoidable. An a-unavoidable
set X is said to be minimal if for each word w ∈ X, X \ {w} is avoided by some infinite aperiodic word. Note that all
unavoidable sets are a-unavoidable; however, the converse is not true: consider X = {ab} over A = {a, b}; X is clearly
avoidable, but it is a-unavoidable as the only infinite words avoiding X are b� and bma�, m�0. If X is a-unavoidable
we may also say it is N-a-unavoidable to contrast with the case where X is Z-a-unavoidable which means that X is
unavoidable over all two-sided aperiodic infinite words. We now give two algorithms for determining whether a set is
a-unavoidable.
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We begin by recalling an automaton recognizing A∗ \ A∗XA∗. (For an introduction to the notation of automata see
[6, Section 1.3].) We define a normal set to be a finite set of words with the additional property that no word in X is a factor
of any other. In [2] an algorithm is offered which, given a normal set X, constructs A(X), an automaton recognizing
A∗ \ A∗XA∗. We show how, by looking for different structural properties, the same automaton can determine whether
a normal set is a-unavoidable or not.

Let X be a normal set. In order to draw A(X) take the set of states to be P(X), the set of all prefixes of X, and take
the empty word � as initial state. The states labelled by elements of X form the set of non-accepting sink states and the
states labelled by elements of P ′(X) = P(X) \ X form the set of accepting states. We now define a transition function
� : P ′(X) × A → P(X) as follows, �(w, a) = s(wa), (w ∈ P ′(X), a ∈ A) where s(w, a) maps the state labelled w

to the state labelled by the longest suffix of wa ∈ P(X). This gives an incomplete deterministic finite automaton that
recognizes A∗ \ A∗XA∗. Clearly a word w is accepted by A(X) if and only if it avoids X.

We note that A(X) can in fact be constructed for any finite set X and that A(X) recognizes A∗ \ A∗XA∗. However,
A(X) is connected if X is normal. In any case, X has a unique reduction to a maximal normal subset X1:

X1 = {x ∈ X|w ∈ X, x = uwv ⇒ u = � & v = �} .

Now, X is unavoidable if and only if X1 is unavoidable, indeed A∗ \ A∗XA∗ = A∗ \ A∗X1A
∗. Hence we shall assume,

without loss, that X is normal and so A(X) is connected.
In order to use A(X) to determine aperiodic avoidability we need the following lemma:

Lemma 12. Let C′ and D′ be two distinct cycles in any (deterministic) automaton intersecting at a vertex labelled u.
Let C and D be the respective labels of C′ and D′ starting at u. Then C and D are not integer powers of a common
root z.

Proof. Suppose that C = zm, D = zn. Either C is a prefix of D, in which case D is a circuit (not a cycle), or D is a
prefix of C in which case C is a circuit (not a cycle). �

Theorem 13. A normal set X is a-unavoidable if and only if all directed cycles in A (X), the automaton recognizing
A∗ \ A∗XA∗, are disjoint.

Proof. If all directed cycles in A (X) are disjoint then a (directed) path that leaves a cycle C can never re-enter it, for if
it returned to C there would exist some other directed cycle, D say, that meets C, contradicting that all directed cycles
are disjoint. The infinite words avoiding X are exactly those that can act as an input on A(X) and, in this case, the paths
these words represent settle into a single cycle and so are eventually periodic. Hence X is a-unavoidable.

Conversely, suppose there exist two different cycles C and D that share a node u. Let the labels of C and D, beginning
at u, be the words c and d, respectively. We may construct an infinite word w = ucdcd2cd3 . . . that avoids X. By
Lemma 12, c and d are not integer powers of a common root, whence by Lemma 2, w is aperiodic. It follows that X is
not a-unavoidable. �

If X is a finite a-unavoidable set then, as the cycles of A(X) are disjoint, there are only a finite number of families
of eventually periodic words that avoid X. However, if X is an infinite a-unavoidable set then there can be an infinite
number of families of eventually periodic words avoiding X.

Example 14. Consider

X =
{
abia2bja|0 < i < j

}
∪

{
abiab, abia3, abia2bi+1|i�1

}
.

Clearly X is avoided by a� and b�; assume that w is an infinite word avoiding X that does not have a� or b� as an
infinite suffix. It follows that w must contain abla for some positive integer l. Now, as w avoids X, the next l + 2 letters
of w are forced to be abla. Repeated application of this argument gives that w is eventually periodic, and thus X is
a-unavoidable. Moreover, the (abla)� define an infinite number of eventually periodic families avoiding X.
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We now give a second algorithm. Recall the De Bruijn graph, G (n), is a digraph having the words of An, for some
finite alphabet A and integer n, as a vertex set, and whose edges are triples (au, b, ub), where u ∈ An−1 and a, b ∈ A.
Beginning at any vertex, the reading of v ∈ An leads to the vertex v. We say a path in the graph is X-free if none of the
labels of the vertices in the path are in X. A similar argument to that used for Theorem 13 gives:

Proposition 15. A set X ⊆ An is n-a-unavoidable if and only if G (n) contains no X-free intersecting cycles.

It will be convenient to read bi-infinite words into De Bruijn graphs. Select a starting point in a bi-infinite word
and then, from that point, read in the word in both directions, i.e. to the left as well as to the right. We proceed as
follows: let w = . . . a−2a−1a0a1a2 . . . be a bi-infinite word and let GR(n) be G(n) with all arrows reversed. Pick an
n-letter factor of w, u = w(i + 1)w(i + 2) . . . w(i + n) = ai+1ai+2 . . . ai+n say, and starting at u in both G(n) and
GR(n) read ai+n+1, ai+n+2, . . . , into G(n) and ai, ai−1, . . ., into GR(n). Clearly this corresponds to a single bi-infinite
walk within G(n), for any bi-infinite word in the family of w, and conversely, different families give rise to different
walks.

Lemma 16. A bi-infinite word w avoids a set X ⊆ An if and only if its path in G(n) meets no vertex labelled by a
member of X.

Proof. This follows as Fn(w) is the set of vertices met in the path defined by w in G(n). �

Definition 17. A pair of (bi-)infinite words are n-disjoint if they share no factor of length n.

Proposition 18. A set of words X ⊆ An is n-a-unavoidable if and only if all distinct (bi-)infinite periodic words
avoiding X are n-disjoint.

Proof. Suppose X is n-a-unavoidable. By Proposition 15, G(n) contains no X-free intersecting cycles. Now, every
(bi-)infinite periodic word w can be paired with a circuit in G(n). If w is X-free, the circuit is a cycle, as there are no
intersecting X-free cycles. It therefore follows that no two distinct (bi-)infinite periodic words avoiding X can share a
common factor of length n as each such word is paired with an X-free cycle in G(n), and these cycles do not intersect.
Thus, all such words are n-disjoint as required.

Conversely, if X were not n-a-unavoidable then G(n) contains a pair of X-free intersecting cycles, meeting at vertex
x say. Their labels would give two bi-infinite periodic words avoiding X and both having x as a factor. As |x| = n we
have two bi-infinite periodic words that are not n-disjoint. �

Remark. If we now considerY, the set of all eventually periodic words avoiding an a-unavoidable set X, it is clear from
Proposition 18 that all periodic suffixes of words inY are n-disjoint. However, there is no need for any pair of eventually
periodic words in Y to be n-disjoint in their initial section. To see this let X = {aaa, abb, bab}. It is easy to show by
applying Theorem 13 that X is 3-a-unavoidable; however, it is avoided by w1 = (baa)� and w2 = baa (bbb)�. These
words are not 3-disjoint as baa and aab are factors of both words, but their infinite periodic suffixes are 3-disjoint.

Not all minimal n-a-unavoidable sets have the same cardinality. To see this let A = {a, b} and consider the sets
X1 = {ab} , X2 = {aa, bb}. Now, we have already seen that X1 is 2-a-unavoidable. It is clearly minimal as it only
contains one word; X2 is also 2-a-unavoidable as the only infinite words that avoid it are w1 = (ab)� and w2 = (ba)�.
It is also minimal, despite containing more words than X1, as X2 \{aa} is avoided by w3 = baba2ba3 . . . and X2 \{bb}
is avoided by w4 = abab2ab3 . . ., and by Lemma 2, w3 and w4 are both aperiodic.

4. Properties of aperiodic unavoidable sets

For a permutation � ∈ SA, the symmetric group on A, and w = a0a1 . . . an (ai ∈ A), denote by w� the word
(a0�)(a1�) . . . (an�), and by wR the reversed word anan−1 . . . a1. It is easy to see that X is a (minimal) unavoidable
set if and only if X� is (minimal) unavoidable, and the same is true for a-unavoidable sets. Similarly, X is a (minimal)
unavoidable set if and only if XR is (minimal) unavoidable, however, the a-unavoidable analogue of this result is more
complicated. We investigate this problem via the following result:
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Lemma 19. Let X ⊆ A�n and define Xn = {
wiz|wi ∈ X, z ∈ An−|wi |} and nX = {

zwi |wi ∈ X, z ∈ An−|wi |}.

Now, X, Xn and nX are all a-unavoidable or a-avoidable together. Also, (Xn)
R = n

(
XR

)
; (nX)R = (

XR
)
n
.

Proof. It is clear by construction that X and Xn are avoided by the same (one-sided) infinite words, so both X and Xn

are a-unavoidable or a-avoidable together. It is also clear that if nX is a-unavoidable then so is X.
Conversely, suppose that X is a-unavoidable and let w be an infinite aperiodic word. Write w = uv, where |u| = n.

Then v is infinite aperiodic and so v = v1xv2 for some x ∈ X. Hence w = uv1xv2, and since |uv1|�n it follows that
w contains an nX-factor, and so nX is also a-unavoidable. �

Lemma 20. Let X ⊆ An, then X is (minimal) n-a-unavoidable if and only if XR is (minimal) n-a-unavoidable sets.

Proof. If X is n-a-unavoidable, then by Proposition 15, G(n) contains no intersecting X-free cycles, but by symmetry
this is equivalent to GR(n) containing no intersecting XR-free cycles, so XR is n-a-unavoidable. Similarly, if XR is
n-a-unavoidable then so is

(
XR

)R = X. The minimality claim follows by symmetry. �

Theorem 21. Let X be a finite set of words; X is (minimal) a-unavoidable if and only if XR is (minimal) a-unavoidable
sets.

Proof. Suppose that X is a-unavoidable, then by Lemma 19, Xn is a-unavoidable. It then follows by Lemma 20 that

(Xn)
R is a-unavoidable also and then by Lemma 19, n

(
XR

)
is a-unavoidable. By Lemma 20 we may then conclude

that XR is a-unavoidable. A similar argument shows that if XR is a-unavoidable then so is X. The statement regarding
minimality follows by the same argument. �

Further to this we observe that X is Z-a-unavoidable if and only if XR is Z-a-unavoidable.

Example 22. We give an example where X is Z-a-unavoidable but neither X nor XR is N-a-unavoidable. Consider
X = {arbar |r �0}. Note that X = XR and X is N-a-avoidable as X is avoided by w = baba2ba3 . . . . However,
suppose that v is a bi-infinite aperiodic word that avoids X. Then b2 �∈ F(v) and |v|b = ∞ and so F(v) has members of
the form asbarbat . Taking r to be minimum among all such gives arbarbar ∈ X ∩ F(v), a contradiction. Therefore,
X is Z-a-unavoidable.

Example 23. We give an example where X is N-a-unavoidable but not Z-a-unavoidable. Consider X = {barbasb|
0�r �s}. Now w = . . . ba3ba2baaaaaaa . . . avoids X, so X is Z-a-avoidable. However, no one-sided infinite
aperiodic words can avoid X. To see this observe that any such infinite aperiodic word, u say, must contain both a
and b but cannot contain ba0b = b2. Therefore, u must have the form u = aj0baj1baj2baj3 . . ., j0 �0, ji �1 (i�1)
with ji �ji+1 for all i. This is clearly impossible. Thus u meets X, and X is N-a-unavoidable.

However, if X and XR are a-unavoidable then X (and XR) are Z-a-unavoidable. To see this let v = . . . v(−2)v(−1)

v(0)v(1)v(2) . . . and suppose v avoids X. Then vr = v(0)v(1)v(2) . . . avoids X and thus is eventually periodic.
Similarly, vl = v(0)v(−1)v(−2) . . . avoids XR and thus is eventually periodic. Hence v is eventually periodic. In
particular, if X is finite a-unavoidable then so is XR by Theorem 21, and so X is Z-a-unavoidable. Moreover, if X is
finite and Z-a-unavoidable then so are nX and Xn, as defined above, whence by the argument of Theorem, 21 X is
N-a-unavoidable.

It is shown in [6] that there exists a minimal unavoidable set of arbitrary size m�k on an alphabet with k�2 letters.
We adapt the example of [6] to show the a-unavoidable counterpart of this result.

Proposition 24. Let |A| = k�2, then there is a minimal a-unavoidable set (that is avoidable) of any size m�k − 1.

Proof. Let A = {a, b}. For m = 1 take X = {a}. For m�2, put X = {aba, ab2a, . . . , abm−1a, bm}; then clearly only
aaa . . . avoids X, thus X is a-unavoidable; if bm is missing in X then we set x = bm and y = a in the construction of
Lemma 2 to get an aperiodic word avoiding X; if abia is missing in X for some i, we set x = abia and y = a in the
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same construction to see that X would be a-avoidable; thus X is minimal a-unavoidable. Finally, when |A| = k�3;
choose a, b ∈ A and build a minimal a-unavoidable set Y over {a, b} as described with m−k +2 elements. Then the set
X = Y ∪(A\{a, b}) is then a minimal a-unavoidable set of size |Y ∪(A\{a, b})| = (m−k+2)+(k−2) = m. In order
to show that X is minimal a-unavoidable, we may use the considerations above and note that removing c ∈ A\ {a, b}
would give an a-avoidable set, by setting x = c and y = a in the construction of Lemma 2. �

Finally, we examine the a-unavoidable counterpart of Ehrenfeucht’s word extension conjecture: given an
unavoidable set X, does there exist a word w ∈ X and a letter a ∈ A such that (X \ {w}) ∪ {w′} is unavoidable,
where w′ ∈ {aw, wa}. This was answered in the negative by Rosaz: see [2,7].

To answer the a-unavoidable version of this problem let A = {a, b}; then {ab} is a-unavoidable, but {aab}, {bab},
{aba} and {abb} all have aperiodic words that avoid them:

{aab} is avoided by b(ab)b2(ab)b3(ab)b4 . . . ,

{bab} is avoided by a(aba)a2(aba)a3(aba)a4 . . . ,

and dually for the other pair. Hence, not all a-unavoidable sets are extendable.
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